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ABSTRACT
We explore the accuracy of the clustering-based redshift estimation proposed by
Me´nard et al. (2013) when applied to VIPERS and CFHTLS real data. This method
enables us to reconstruct redshift distributions from measurement of the angular clus-
tering of objects using a set of secure spectroscopic redshifts. We use state-of-the art
spectroscopic measurements with iAB < 22.5 from the VIMOS Public Extragalactic
Redshift Survey (VIPERS) as reference population to infer the redshift distribution of
galaxies from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS) T0007
release. VIPERS provides a nearly representative sample to a flux limit of iAB < 22.5
at a redshift of > 0.5 which allows us to test the accuracy of the clustering-based
redshift distributions. We show that this method enables us to reproduce the true
mean colour-redshift relation when both populations have the same magnitude limit.
We also show that this technique allows the inference of redshift distributions for a
population fainter than the reference and we give an estimate of the colour-redshift
mapping in this case. This last point is of great interest for future large redshift surveys
which require a complete faint spectroscopic sample.
Key words: redshift - clustering - methods: data analysis - extragalactic - surveys
1 INTRODUCTION
Large future redshift surveys like the ESA Euclid space mis-
sion (Laureijs et al. 2011; Amendola et al. 2013) aim to probe
dark energy with unprecedented accuracy. Many of the cos-
mological measurements to be performed with these surveys
- e.g. tomographic weak lensing, tomographic clustering -
will require extremely well characterised redshift distribu-
tions (Albrecht et al. 2006; Huterer et al. 2006; Ma, Hu &
Huterer 2006; Thomas et al. 2011).
Since it is impractical to measure spectroscopic redshifts
? E-mail: scottez@iap.fr
for hundreds of millions of galaxies - especially extremely
faint ones - these experiments are largely dependent upon
photometric redshifts: i.e. estimates of the redshifts of ob-
jects based only on flux information obtained through broad-
band filters. Photos-z also require large spectroscopic sam-
ples both for the calibration of empirical methods (Connolly
et al. 1995) and the building of representative template li-
braries for template-fitting techniques (Coleman et al. 1980).
However, current and future spectroscopic surveys will be
highly incomplete due to selection biases dependent on red-
shift and galaxy properties (Cooper et al. 2006). Because
of this, along with the catastrophic photometric errors that
can occur at a significant (∼ 1%) rate (Sun et al. 2009;
c© 2016 RAS
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Bernstein & Huterer 2010) photometric redshifts are not
sufficiently precise. If future dark energy experiments have
to reach their goals it is necessary to develop a method to
infer, at least, the redshift distribution with high precision.
Current projections for cosmic shear measurements es-
timate that the true mean redshift of objects in each photo-z
bin must be known to better than ∼ 0.002(1 + z) (Zhan &
Knox 2006; Zhan 2006; Knox, Song & Zhan 2006) with strin-
gent requirements on the fraction of unconstrained catas-
trophic outliers (Hearin et al. 2010) while the width of the
bin must be known to ∼ 0.003(1 + z). Newman et al. (2013)
investigated the spectroscopic needs for dark energy imaging
experiments and insisted on the extremely high (∼ 99.9%)
completeness required for calibration techniques.
The idea of measuring redshift distributions using the
apparent clustering of objects on the sky is not new. It was
first developed by Seldner & Peebles (1979); Phillipps &
Shanks (1987) and Landy, Szalay & Koo (1996). This was
practically forgotten mainly due to the rise of photometric
redshifts. To face the challenges of future and ongoing dark
energy imaging experiments Newman (2008), Matthews &
Newman (2010) and Matthews & Newman (2012) reapplied
this method on simulations while McQuinn & White (2013)
proposed an optimal estimator for such a measurement. In
this paper, we explore the clustering-based redshift estima-
tion, i.e cluster-z, via a local (i.e. within few Mpc) approach
introduced by Me´nard et al. (2013) (M13), validated with
simulations by Schmidt et al. (2013) and compared to spec-
troscopic redshift at limiting magnitude rmodel < 19 by
Rahman et al. (2015) (R15). Recently Schmidt et al. (2015)
applied this technique to continuous fields by inferring the
redshift distribution of the cosmic infrared background while
Rahman et al. (2016a) and Rahman et al. (2016b) explored
this method in near infrared using 2MASS Extended and
Point Source Catalogs as well as the SDSS Photometric
Galaxies. This work aims to explore the strength of cluster-
z at fainter magnitude iAB < 22.5 using real data similar
to what will be available with Euclid in term of filters and
observational strategy and demonstrate our ability to re-
cover the redshift distribution of an unknown sample with
22.5 < iAB < 23 when the reference sample used for calibra-
tion has only iAB < 22.5.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we
review the clustering-based redshift formalism while the
data used in this work are described in Section 3. Then in
Section 4 we show our ability to measure the clustering red-
shift distribution using a tomographic photo-z approach. We
also show that this method allows the estimation of redshift
distribution when the sample of unknown redshift is fainter
than the reference one. Finally we free cluster-z from the use
of photos-z in Section 5 by selecting subsamples in colour-
space and we explore in this case the reconstruction of the
colour-redshift mapping for faint objects. Conclusions are
presented in Section 6.
2 CLUSTERING-BASED REDSHIFT:
FORMALISM
The method used in this paper is based on the work of M13
and R15. We refer the reader to those papers for more de-
tails. In this section, we briefly review the formalism.
The key point is that correlated galaxies are at the
same location in redshift and on the sky. Sources at different
redshift are uncorrelated. This clustering information is
encoded into the two-point correlation function as an
excess probability - compared to a random distribution
- to find two objects close together. This is valid in 3D
and, by projection, on the sky. Using a reference sample
of secure spectroscopic redshifts - and by looking at the
galaxy cluster scale - it is then possible to extract the
excess probability of finding a population of galaxies at a
given redshift. Obviously the reference population and the
unknown one - for which angular positions are known but
redshifts are not - have to overlap on the sky.
The mean surface density of unknown objects at a dis-
tance θ from a reference one which is at a redshift z, is:
Σur(θ, z) = ΣR[1 + ωur(θ, z)] , (1)
where ΣR is the random surface density of the unknown sam-
ple and ωur(θ, z) is the two-point angular cross-correlation
function between the two samples. Then, one can define the
integrated cross-correlation function as:
ω¯ur(z) =
∫ θmax
θmin
dθ W (θ) ωur(θ, z) , (2)
where the range covered by θ varies with redshift and corre-
spond to physical distances from few hundred kiloparsecs to
several megaparsecs. Here we worked within a [0.2; 6] Mpc
annulus. W (θ) is a weight function - ∝ θ−0.8 - aimed at op-
timising the overall S/N and whose integral is normalised to
unity. This integrated cross-correlation function represents
the excess probability, with respect to a Poisson distribu-
tion, to find an object of the unknown sample at an angular
distance between θmin and θmax from a generic object of the
reference sample at redshift z.
One can also write this quantity as a function of the
redshift selection function of sample i ∈ {u, r} , dNi/dz, as
well as the galaxy-dark matter biases, b¯i(z), and the dark
matter correlation function, ω¯m(z):
ω¯ur =
∫
dz′
dNu
dz
(z′)
dNr
dz
(z′) b¯u(z
′) b¯r(z
′) ω¯m(z
′) . (3)
Applying the narrow sample approximation for the reference
sample dNr/dz = NrδD(z
′ − z) - with δD the Dirac delta
function - we can then simply invert the previous integral
and get:
dNu
dz
(z) ∝ ω¯ur(z)× 1
b¯u(z)
× 1
b¯r(z)ω¯m(z)
, (4)
where ω¯ur(z) can be directly measured in data, b¯r(z) can
be measured in the reference sample, ω¯m(z) is given by the
cosmology and b¯u(z) is the only unknown quantity.
Considering a narrow redshift distribution for the un-
known sample we can neglect the variation of its galaxy-dark
matter bias with respect to the variation of the number of
objects:
d log dNu/dz
dz
 d log b¯u
dz
, (5)
we get:
dNu
dz
(z) ∝ ω¯ur(z)
(
1
b¯r(z) ω¯m(z)
)
. (6)
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As in Equation(5) we can neglect the redshift variation of√
ω¯m with respect to dNr/dz:
d log dNr/dz
dz
 d log
√
ω¯m
dz
. (7)
Thus introducing the clustering amplitude of the reference
sample, βr(z), we can write:
βr(z) =
√
ω¯rr(z)
ω¯rr(z0)
∝ b¯r(z)
b¯r(z0)
. (8)
Note that we can define βu(z) in the same way. As explained
in (R15) one should note that this quantity is different from
the linear galaxy bias which is usually defined only on large
scales for which the galaxy and dark matter density fields
are, on average, linearly related. This bias definition includes
contributions from small scales where the galaxy and matter
fields are non-linearly related. We can then rewrite a model-
independent version of Equation(6) and we get:
dNu
dz
(z) ∝ ω¯ur(z)/βr(z) . (9)
Finally, the redshift distribution is normalised to the number
of objects in the unknown sample through:∫
dz dNu/dz = Nu . (10)
It is important to realise that to be able to write and use
Equation(9) we have to select unknown samples with rel-
atively small redshift distributions to have b¯u(z) or βu(z)
slowly varying with redshift. The ability of selecting subsam-
ples with narrow redshift distributions is quite important to
consider: dβu/dz = 0.
To directly measure the integrated cross-correlation function
we can simply use the Davis & Peebles (1983) estimator:
ω¯ur(z) =
〈Σur〉z
ΣR
− 1 . (11)
The error in the measurement is then estimated through
Poisson statistic and is given by:
σ2ω¯ =
(
ω¯ + 1√
Nur
)2
+
(
ω¯ + 1√
NR
)2
, (12)
where Nur is the neighbours number of unknown objects over
[θmin; θmax] around reference galaxies and NR is the corre-
sponding number of neighbours for a random distribution.
3 DATA ANALYSIS
3.1 The Datasets
3.1.1 VIPERS: reference sample
The VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey
(VIPERS1) (Guzzo et al. 2014) is an on going spec-
troscopic survey whose aim is to map the detailed spatial
distribution of galaxies. The survey is made of two distinct
fields inside the CFHTLS W1 and W4 fields. The total
survey area is 24 deg2. VIPERS spectra are the results of
440h of observation at the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
1 http://vipers.inaf.it
Figure 1. The redshift distribution of the reference sample built
from VIPERS data with iAB < 22.5 and assuming a bin width
δz = 0.02.
in Chile. Galaxies were selected to have z > 0.4 using the
following colour criteria:
(r − i) > 0.5(u− g) OR (r − i) > 0.7 . (13)
The 1 σ random error in the measured VIPERS redshift is:
σz = 0.00047(1 + z).
Our reference sample is made from a selection of
VIPERS objects in two separate fields, W1 and W4, out-
side CFHTLS masks and with secure spectroscopic redshifts
(CL > 95%) corresponding to flags: 2,3,4 and 9 inside the
redshift range [0.4, 1.1]. The resulting reference sample is
composed of Nr ∼ 69 000 galaxies with iAB < 22.5 over an
area of ∼ 24 deg2. It corresponds to the reference population
used in all the analysis presented in this paper. Its redshift
distribution is shown in Figure 1.
3.1.2 CFHTLS: unknown sample
The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS2) Wide includes four fields labelled W1, W2, W3
and W4. Complete documentation of the CFHTLS-T0007
release can be found at the CFHT3 site. In summary, the
CFHTLS-Wide is a five-band survey of intermediate depth.
It consists of 171 MegaCam deep pointings (of 1 deg2 each)
which, as a consequence of overlaps, consists of a total of
∼ 155 deg2 in four independent contiguous patches, reach-
ing a 80% completeness limit in AB of u∗ = 25.2, g = 25.5,
r = 25.0, i = 24.8, z = 23.9 for point sources.
In this work we focused on the W1 and W4 fields
in common with VIPERS and used the magnitudes from
the VIPERS Multi-Lambda Survey (Moutard et al. 2016a)
2 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS/
3 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS/T0007/
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Figure 2. Clustering amplitude evolution of the reference sample
normalised to 1 at z0 = 0.4. The solid line is the smoothed version
used in this paper.
which is based on the CFHTLS-T0007 photometry. We se-
lected all galaxies in the same region of the sky covered by
VIPERS and which are outside CFHTLS masks resulting
in a sample of ∼ 570 000 galaxies over ∼ 24 deg2. Since
we use a sample of VIPERS galaxies in the redshift range
0.4 < z < 1.1 we will not be able to measure any signal
outside this interval. Unknown objects outside this range
will bias the overall redshift distribution since it is nor-
malised to the total number of unknown galaxies following
Equation(10). To reduce this problem we selected objects
with a photometric redshift matching the range [0.5; 1] in
redshift. Considering the number of photometric sources at
the edges and the photometric redshift accuracy, we can ex-
pect to have less than 1% of objects outside the redshift
range covered by the reference sample. The resulting popu-
lation corresponds to the parent unknown sample. This par-
ent sample is then divided into two samples: a bright sam-
ple with iAB < 22.5 chosen to match the magnitude limit of
the reference population from VIPERS; and a faint sample
whose galaxies have magnitudes 22.5 < iAB < 23. These are
the samples for which we recover the redshift distributions
in this paper.
3.1.3 reference clustering amplitude measurement
As previously seen in Section 2 the determination of a clus-
tering redshift distribution requires the knowledge of the
evolution with redshift of the clustering amplitude of the
reference population, βr(z). This quantity can be directly
measured using equation(8) and is shown in Figure 2. We
also show a smoothed version obtained by convolving the
binned measurements with a Hann filter of width ∆z = 0.02.
Since we are only interested in the relative variation of βr(z)
- see Equations (9) & (10) - we chose to normalise this quan-
tity to unity at z0 = 0.4. This figure shows an increase of
∼ 40% of the clustering amplitude between redshift 0.5 to
1.1 which is in agreement with the analysis performed by
Marulli et al. (2013).
4 TOMOGRAPHIC SAMPLING:
As seen in Section 2 reducing the variation of βu(z) is a
key point of this method. In this section we aim at demon-
strating our ability to measure the redshift distribution. To
reduce the variation of βu(z) we choose to work with to-
mographic subsamples of the unknown population. One can
then consider: dβu/dz = 0 , for each of these subsamples.
The tomography is done by selecting objects using their pho-
tometric redshifts based on the marginalization over the red-
shift of all the models (ZML in Lephare).
4.1 Photometric redshifts estimation
The photometric redshifts used in this paper come from the
VIPERS-MLS and are described in Moutard et al. (2016a).
The photometry combines optical data from the CFHTLS-
T0007 with near-infrared data (limited at KsAB < 22). The
authors have used ISO magnitudes that provide the best
estimate of galaxy colour and corrected them for a mean
difference between ISO and AUTO magnitudes (over the g,
r, i and Ks bands). This was done in order to recover a
good approximation of the galaxy total flux while keeping
the best determination of the galaxy colours. In our case
this recalibration is important since it leads to a smoother
surface density fluctuation from tile to tile.
Figure 3. Example of the cluster-z distribution (black) obtained
from Equation 9 for a tomographic sample selected using the
photo-z (green line). The dashed green line shows the redshift
distribution obtained when summing the photo-z PDFs. The blue
line shows the spectroscopic redshift distribution with Poisson er-
ror bar of the VIPERS sources selected using their photometric
redshifts to match the tomographic bin.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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Figure 4. Density map showing the 2 380 clustering measurements made in Section 4.2. Each vertical line corresponds to a clustering
redshift distribution measured in a tomographic sample of mean photometric redshift z¯phot. Each column is normalised to match the
number of unknown objects.
4.2 Magnitude limit for both samples: i < 22.5
We selected objects with iAB < 22.5 in the unknown popu-
lation. The resulting sample contains Nu ∼ 203 000 galaxies.
We split them into 68 tomographic subsamples of
3 000 objects each. Thus, we measure the integrated cross-
correlation from few kpcs to several Mpcs in reference slices
of width δz = 0.02.
Figure 3 shows the recovered clustering redshift distri-
bution for a particular tomographic bin selected using the
photometric redshift. We also show the redshift distribu-
tion obtained when using photo-z PDFs. This PDF is ob-
tained by stacking individual PDFs defined as a gaussian:
G(zphot, σ = zphot,max − zphot,min), where zphot,min/max are
the 1 σ lower/upper limit, respectively. This plot shows
the ability of reconstructing the redshift distribution with
the clustering method. Recovered distributions (black dots)
is significantly narrower that the photo-z PDF (dashed
green) and consistent with the distribution of spectroscopic
VIPERS galaxies (in blue) selected on their photometric red-
shift to match the selected tomographic bin.
Note that this is not a rigorous comparison since the
spectroscopic sources show in blue are not exactly the same
objects considered in the unknown sample. Moreover, since
there are only few objects in this distribution one can only
compare the statistical properties which are expected to be
similar. All distributions are normalised to unity.
In the same way, we measured the clustering redshifts
distributions for all the 68 tomographic subsamples. The
results of these 68 × 35 = 2 380 measurements of ω¯ur are
translated into redshift distributions following equation(9).
In Figure 4 each vertical line corresponds to a cluster-
ing redshift distribution measured in a tomographic sam-
ple of mean photometric redshift z¯phot similar to the one
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the corresponding red-
shift distributions in the (zclust; zphot) plane and illustrates
the global agreement between cluster and photo-z. Negative
values correspond to stochastic density fluctuations and are
not statistically significant.
To compare these two measurements in a more quanti-
tative way we compute the accuracy of the estimate of the
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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Figure 5. TOP PANEL: Histograms showing the distribution of
the difference between the mean of the clustering/photometric
redshift distribution and the mean of the spectroscopic red-
shift distribution: z¯clust/phot − z¯spec ( black and dashed green
lines, respectively). Cluster-z measurements were made consider-
ing dβu/dz = 0.
BOTTOM PANEL: Same quantities as in the top panel but the
cluster-z measurements were performed considering a linear evo-
luton for the clustering amplitude of the unknown population:
dβu/dz = 1.
mean redshift of a distribution as: σ = σ∆z¯/(1+z¯spec), where
∆z¯ = |z¯clust/phot − z¯spec| is the difference between the mean
clustering redshift and the mean spectroscopic redshift of a
distribution.
We use the normalised median absolute deviation to
estimate the accuracy as previously defined:
σ∆z¯ = 1.48×median(|z¯clust/phot − z¯spec|) , (14)
where the mean redshifts are computed as:
z¯ =
1∑
dN/dz
(∑
i
zi
dNi
dz
)
. (15)
For each cluster-z distribution we show on the top panel
of Figure 5 the difference z¯clust/phot − z¯spec. We see that
cluster-z and photo-z are in relatively good agreement. This
figure demonstrates the ability of cluster-z to infer redshift
distributions of a sample for which photometric redshifts are
known and can be used to reduce the variation of βu(z) by
selected subsamples localised in redshift.
The lower panel shows the z¯clust/phot − z¯spec residuals
when considering a linear evolution of the unknown cluster-
ing amplitude dβu/dz = 1 instead of a constant evolution
following Rahman et al. (2015). This tomographic sampling
approach does not allow us to estimate βu(z) using photo-z
due to the thickness of the selected bins. This will be done
in the colour sampling approach in Section 5.2.
We remind the reader that in this analysis the photo-z
information is only used to select subsamples localised in
redshift in a preprocessing step. The only goal of photo-z
here is to provide an easy way to select redshift distributions
narrow in redshift but one can use any other way to do so.
Once these subsamples are built the only used information is
the over/under-density around reference galaxies is used to
estimate the redshift distribution. Then cluster-z and photo-
z methods could be used separately for validation and/or
combined together.
4.3 Fainter unknown sample: 22.5 < i < 23
This section shows our ability to measure clustering redshifts
when the unknown sample is fainter than the reference one.
Since we are not looking at the spectral energy distribution
(SED) but at the clustering of objects and since all objects
cluster with each other - regardless of their magnitude - we
expect a signal (Me´nard et al. 2013; Rahman et al. 2016a,b).
Nevertheless, since at a given redshift fainter objects are
less massive we can expect a lower signal than in the previous
case. To illustrate this we use the same reference population
used previously with iref < 22.5 but we select objects from
the unknown sample with 22.5 < iunk < 23. This leads to
an unknown faint sample made of Nu = 88 000 galaxies. To
be coherent with the previous case we build tomographic
subsamples of Nu = 3 000 galaxies.
The resulting clustering-based redshifts distributions for 3
selected bins that span the all redshift range are shown in
black in Figure 6. The measurements of all bins are available
online. By computing the quantity z¯clust− z¯phot for each dis-
tribution one can estimate 〈∆z¯〉 and the σ and then compare
cluster-z to photo-z, see Table 1.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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Figure 6. The cluster-z and photo-z distributions for several to-
mographic bins at magnitude 22.5 < i < 23. Cluster-z (black
points) are in agreement with photo-z PDFs (green dashed line)
demonstrating that this method is able to extract the desired
signal. The results for other bins are available online.
One can see that clustering-redshift distributions are in
agreement with photo-z PDFs. Indeed we find 〈∆z¯〉 = 0.05
and 0.04 & σ = 0.06 when considering dβu/dz = 0 and
dβu/dz = 1, respectively. This demonstrates that the sig-
nal could be detected even when the reference and unknown
populations do not have the same magnitude limit.
22.5 < i < 23
z¯clust − z¯phot
dβu/dz = 0 dβu/dz = 1
〈∆z¯〉 0.05 0.04
σ 0.06 0.06
Table 1. Comparison between the mean clustering redshift and
the mean photometric redshift from the distributions. This com-
parison is done when considering dβu/dz = 0 and dβu/dz = 1.
In both cases the two methods are in agreement.
In the context of large imaging experiments the requirements
on spectroscopic redshifts are challenging. In particular it
is difficult to make complete spectroscopic samples down
to magnitudes iAB = 24 which is the magnitude limit of
large imaging surveys like Euclid. This property of clustering
redshift is therefore of great interest.
5 COLOUR SAMPLING
In this section we aim at freeing the clustering-based redshift
estimation technique from the need of photometric redshifts
to preselect subsamples localised in redshift and quantify
the resulting accuracy.
5.1 Magnitude limit for both samples: i < 22.5
First we look at an unknown population with the same lim-
iting magnitude of the reference sample. In this case we ex-
pect the reference sample to be a representative sample of
our unknown population. Then, the colour-redshift relation
of both samples should be the same on average.
To reduce the effect of the clustering amplitude evolu-
tion with redshift of the unknown sample, βu(z), we build
subsamples in colour-space. Working on the (g − i; g − r)
plane, we choose a binning size of ∆g−r/i = 0.1. By con-
struction the redshift distribution in each of these cells will
be narrower than the one of the initial sample.
Then we measure the clustering redshift distribution in
each cell. All these distributions across the colour space as
well as their corresponding photometric and spectroscopic
redshift distributions can be seen in Figure 7. The central
part of this plot shows the redshift distribution evolution
with colours.
When g − r decreases the redshift increases. This cor-
responds to the 4 000 A˚ break going through the r-band
between redshift 0.4 and 1. On the contrary g − i increases
with redshift. This is due to the 4 000 A˚ break approach-
ing the i-band. The bottom right panel is a zoom in one
cell where one can see the clustering redshift distribution
in black and the photo-z distribution in green. The top left
panel shows with a colour code the evolution of the mean
clustering redshift with colours. This map gives a direct view
of the colour-redshift relation reconstructed by clustering
redshifts.
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Figure 7. Cluster-z (black points) and photo-z distributions in each cell of the all colour-space for iunk < 22.5. The top left panel shows
the evolution of the mean redshift with colours. A zoom for a given cell is shown in the bottom right panel.
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Figure 8. TOP PANEL: Mean redshift evolution through colour-space for both reference and unknown samples.
BOTTOM PANEL: Difference between the estimated mean redshift - cluster or photo-z - and the true mean redshift from spectroscopic
measurements. One can notice a bad region around g−r = 1.2 for photo-z. This points out a systematic effect in the photo-z measurements.
In the same way the upper panels in Figure 8 show the
mean redshift evolution through colour space but for both
reference and unknown samples. This figure also shows in
the bottom panels the differences: z¯cl− z¯spec and z¯ph− z¯spec.
One can notice the large residuals for photo-z at (g − i, g −
r) ∼ (2.2, 1.2). They reveal the presence of a systematic
effect affecting the photo-z estimate. One can note that the
template library has been calibrated with the CFHTLenS
optical photometry whose absolute calibration differs by ∼
0.15 mag in the z-band in comparison with the T0007 one
(Moutard et al. 2016b). This could explain part of the photo-
z bias that is observed for red galaxies. We leave to a future
work a more detailed exploration of this effect.
To compare, in a more quantitative way, the ability of
cluster-z to reproduce the colour-redshift relation compared
to photo-z we compte the residual z¯cl/ph− z¯spec and summa-
rize the results in Table 2. We find 〈∆z¯〉 = 0.02 for cluster-z
and photo-z while they have σ = 0.02 and 0.03, respec-
tively. This shows that in the colour sampling approach,
cluster-z and photo-z have similar accuracy with respect
to spectro-z. Nevertheless one can note that here we use
only 3 bands to extract subsamples from the unknown pop-
ulation of objects. The resulting cluster-z are compared to
photo-z while photo-z were obtained by combining optical
and near-infrared data. This is encouraging because there is
still plenty of information to be added. Other galaxy prop-
erties such as size, brightness and ellipticity can be used in
addition to the colours to improve the cluster-z estimation.
i < 22.5
z¯phot − z¯spec z¯clust − z¯spec
- dβu/dz = 0
〈∆z¯〉 0.02 0.02
σ 0.04 0.03
Table 2. Comparison between the mean spectro/photo/cluster-z
when considering dβu/dz = 0. The bais and scatter of these two
approaches are similar when comparing to spectroscopic redshift.
5.2 Evolution of the unknown clustering
amplitude βu(z)
In this section we investigate the validity of the assumption
made on the evolution of the clustering amplitude of the
unknown sample, βu(z).
Since we know the photometric redshifts for the un-
known population we can use them to estimate the true
evolution with redshift of the clustering amplitude, βu(z).
To do so, we apply the same procedure used in the measure-
ment of the reference sample clustering amplitude, βr(z) (
see section 3.1.3) following equation (8). This procedure is
applied in each cell of the colour-space. Results are shown in
Figure 9 where we report the measured βu(z) based on pho-
tometric redshifts (in black) whereas in Figure 2 and in the
equations of Section 2 β is a function of zspec ∼ ztrue. One
can note that in these regions of the colour-space the cluster-
ing amplitude βu(z) seems to evolve linearly with redshift.
For this reason we also show a linear fit (in green).
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Figure 9. Black points show the measured clustering amplitude of the unknown sample βu,true(z) for each cell in the colour-space. The
green line corresponds to a linear fit. This is computed using photo-z. A zoom for a given cell is shown in the top right panel.
Based on these measurements we can then compute the off-
set in the mean redshift,  ≡ z¯estimated − z¯true, due to the
non-evolution hypothesis we made on the unknown cluster-
ing amplitude: dβu/dz = 0. The histogram showing the re-
sulting offsets in the mean redshift estimates is visible in
Figure 10. In this case the effect of considering dβu/dz = 0
is a bias of order 0.02 in the mean redshift estimate.
Moreover since the clustering amplitudes we measured
seem to be linear in redshift we can estimate the cluster-
z distributions obtained in Section 5.1 when considering
dβu/dz = 1 in Equation 9 instead of dβu/dz = 0. The results
of these new measurements are summarised in Table 3.
i < 22.5
z¯phot − z¯spec z¯clust − z¯spec
- dβu/dz = 0 dβu/dz = 1
〈∆z¯〉 0.02 0.02 0.01
σ 0.04 0.03 0.02
Table 3. Same table than Table 2 but we add in grey the re-
sult when considering dβu/dz = 1. This sligthly improves the
clustering redshift measurements.
Figure 10. Offset in the mean redshift estimates due to the evo-
lution of the unknown clustering amplitude βu(z). Considering
no evolution for βu leads to a bias of 0.02 in the mean redshift
recovered by the clustering-based redshift estimation method.
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i < 22.5 22.5 < i < 23
z¯phot − z¯spec z¯clust − z¯spec z¯phot − z¯spec z¯clust − z¯spec
- dβu/dz = 0 dβu/dz = 1 - dβu/dz = 0 dβu/dz = 1
〈∆z¯〉 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.04
σ 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.06
Table 4. Same table than Table 3 but we add in grey the results when considering dβu/dz = 0 and dβu/dz = 1 in the case where the
unknown population is fainter than the reference sample.
Finally we combined all cluster-z measurements to derive
the global redshift distribution in Figure 11. The top panel
shows the two photo-z distributions as well as the global
clustering redshift distributions when accounting or not for
a linear evolution of βu(z). These distributions are obtained
by summing the distributions from each cells in colour-space
including cells located in the bad region of the photo-z map
( see Figure 8). Considering a linear evolution for βu(z) al-
lows to correct the small distortion of the distribution. As
expected it appears that the no-evolution assumption tends
to slightly underestimate the number of galaxies at low red-
shift and to slightly overestimate it at high redshift.
The bottom panel of Figure 11 shows the same quan-
Figure 11. TOP PANEL: global redshift distribution estimated
by photo-z (green & dashed green), spectro-z (blue) and by
cluster-z (black dots) for dβu/dz = 0. Red dots correspond to
cluster-z with dβu/dz = 1. These distributions are obtained by
adding the distributions of the all cells of the colour-space, in-
cluding the bad region visible in Figure 8.
BOTTOM PANEL: As the top panel but excluding cells in the
two columns around g − r ∼ 1.2.
tities but when summing the distributions only from the
”good” cells in colour-space. In this case we excluded cells
located in the bad region of the photo-z map i.e cell in the
two columns at g − r ∼ 1.2.
5.3 Fainter unknown sample: 22.5 < i < 23
In this section we apply the same sampling approach in
colour-space as previously but we use the fainter unknown
sample defined in Section 4.3 with 22.5 < iunk < 23.
This time the colour-redshift relation of both samples are
not supposed to be the same. To check our results we then
used VVDS data (Le Fe`vre et al. 2005, 2013) for which we
corrected the magnitudes to be calibrated in the same way
than the CFHTLS data.
The VVDS data is then selected to have 22.5 < i <
23 leading to a complete sample of ∼ 1 000 sources. Since
this sample is very small and cover an area smaller than
VIPERS, one can only expect to have agreement on averaged
statistical properties due to cosmic variance.
Then we computed the corresponding clustering red-
shift distributions visible in Figure 12. Those distributions
were computed by considering dβu/dz = 1.
Figure 13 shows the resulting colour-redshift map in the
top panels. The corresponding residuals for the faint colour
sampling analysis are in the bottom panels. Due to the low
number of spectroscopic sources, the residuals are all within
the stochastic noise of the mean redshift estimate which can
be estimated to be ∼ 0.1. The summary statistics of these
measurements are shown in Table 4.
In the top panel we found 〈∆z¯〉 = 0.03 and σ = 0.05
for photo-z & 〈∆z¯〉 = 0.05 and σ = 0.07 for cluster-z when
considering no evolution with redshift for βu. While we found
〈∆z¯〉 = 0.04 and σ = 0.06 when considering dβu/dz = 1, in
the bottom panel. In both cases the cluster-z and photo-z
measurements are in agreement.
Finally we combine all distributions from Figure 12 and
reconstruct the global clustering redshift distribution of the
fainter unknown population (see Figure 14). As we could
expect we found results in good agreement between photo-z
and cluster-z.
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Figure 12. Cluster-z (black points) and photo-z distributions in each cell of the all colour-space for 22.5 < iunk < 23. The top left panel
shows the evolution of the mean redshift with colours. A zoom for a given cell is shown in the bottom right panel.
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Figure 13. TOP: Mean redshift evolution through colour-space for the unknown sample and for spectroscopic data from VVDS.
BOT: Difference between the estimated mean redshift - cluster or photo-z - and the true mean redshift from VVDS spectroscopic
measurement. The residuals are all within the stochastic noise of the mean redshift estimate.
Figure 14. Comparison between the global redshift distributions
of the unknown sample measured by cluster-z with dβu/dz = 1
(red points), photo-z (green line), spectro-z from VVDS (blue
line).
Figure 14 shows that in the colour-sampling approach
cluster-z and photo-z distributions are similar when the un-
known sample is fainter than the population of reference. As
said previously it is difficult to make faint complete spectro-
scopic samples. This property of clustering-redshifts could
be of great interest. Moreover we remind the reader that
we use only 3 bands to subsample the unknown population
whereas photo-z were obtained by combining optical and
near-infrared data. We also remind that the spectroscopic
distribution visible in blue is not the exact solution since it
is a very small sample. Only averaged quatities should be
compared.
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6 SUMMARY
We have explored and quantified the ability of clustering-
based redshift using VIPERS and CFHTLS. The method
adopted in this paper follows the one presented in M13.
• We demonstrated our ability to measure the clustering
redshift distribution using a tomographic photo-z sampling.
We found similar accuracy between photo-z and cluster-z.
• We investigated the potential of this method to estimate
redshift distributions of samples fainter than the magnitude
limit of the reference population. In this case we also shown
that the cluster-z accuracy is similar to photometric redshift.
This suggest that the reference sample do not need to be
representative of the unknown sample. This property could
be of great interest to estimate redshifts in the context of
future large suveys.
• We have removed cluster-z from requirement of photo-
z by selecting subsamples in colour-space. This allows the
cluster-z measurement to be independant of the photometric
redshift. That means that cluster-z does not suffer from pos-
sible systematics due to the photo-z procedure. Both meth-
ods could then be used to validate the other one. One could
also try to combined them together.
• We used the last two points to explore the ability of
the clustering-based redshift estimation method to probe
the redshift distribution of a sample in a magnitude range
fainter than and non overlapping with the reference popula-
tion, independantly of photometric redshift. As said previ-
ously such property could be of great interest in the context
of future large imaging surveys, like the Euclid space mis-
sion.
It is important to notice that in some case, e.g. for a galaxy
population with strong scale-dependent bias, the local ap-
proach could not be sufficient. This would lead to a biased es-
timate of the redshift distribution. Since the galaxy bias is a
strictly increasing function with redshift (Fry 1996; Tegmark
& Peebles 1998) this would induce an under/over estimation
of the cluster-z distribution at low/high redshift. Also cosmic
variance can affect these results in paricular in Section 5.3
when comparing cluster-z to VVDS spectroscopic data.
In future works we will study in more detail within sim-
ulations the accuracy reachable using this method in the
context of Euclid. We will also investigate the number of
reference objects and number of filters needed to reach the
Euclid photo-z requirements, alone and/or when combined
with photo-z. Also the clustering properties of galaxies be-
yond z = 1 could affect the measurement. This will be ex-
plored in future works. It is important to realise that the
performance of this approach will keep increasing, mostly
because of the increase of the spectroscopic data. Indeed,
for a given unknown population, the statistical noise will
decrease with each new spectroscopic redshift. And also be-
cause there is still plenty of information to be added to break
the colour-redshift degeneracy. For example, one can add
other kind of information such as size, brightness, elliptic-
ity. These points will also be explored in a future work.
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